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                            Making the Cloud work for you!
                        


                        

                            

                        We design, develop, integrate and operate your Cloud infrastructure
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    WHO WE ARE

             STORM REPLY is the company in the Reply group specialized in the design and implementation of innovative Cloud-based solutions and services. Through consolidated expertise and many years of experience in the creation and management of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS), and Platform as a Service (PaaS) Cloud solutions, Storm Reply supports important companies in Europe and all over the world in the implementation of Cloud-based systems and applications.
STORM REPLY is Amazon Web Services Premier Consulting Partner since 2014, one of the best Amazon Partners in the world, and one of the few companies to have so many different competencies attested by AWS: Financial Services, Security, Machine Learning, SaaS, Data & Analytics, DevOps, Industrial Software, IoT, Migration, Oracle.
STORM REPLY is also a partner for AWS Managed Service Provider program since 2013 and AWS Well-Architected program since 2018.
              Read More









				



			


		

			
				


    
        
            
                
                    News & Events
                

                
                        	

                        
                            28.02.2024 - 29.02.2024

                            Reply at Bosch Connected World 2024

                            Event

                        

                        
                    
                        

                        
                            06.09.2023 - 10.09.2023

                            Reply at IAA Mobility 2023

                            Event

                        

                        
                    
                        

                        
                            04.05.2023

                            Storm Reply at the AWS Summit Paris 2023

                            Event

                        

                        
                    
                        

                        
                            04.05.2023

                            AWS Summit Berlin 2023

                            Event

                        

                        
	

                        
                            17.04.2023 - 21.04.2023

                            Storm Reply and Logistics Reply at Hannover Messe 2023

                            Event

                        

                        
                    
                        

                        
                            07.02.2023

                            Reply Announces the Launch of Storm Reply to ...

                            News & Communication

                        

                        
                    
                        

                        
                            31.01.2023 - 02.02.2023

                            IoT Solutions World Congress 2023

                            Event

                        

                        
                    
                        

                        
                            08.11.2022 - 10.11.2022

                            SPS Smart Production Solutions 2022

                            Event

                        

                        
	

                        
                            19.10.2022

                            Storm Reply at AWS Community Day DACH 2022

                            Event

                        

                        
                    
                        

                        
                            18.07.2022 - 21.07.2022

                            Digital Product Forum 2022

                            Event

                        

                        
                    
                        

                        
                            30.05.2022 - 02.06.2022

                            Storm Reply at Hannover Messe

                            Event

                        

                        
                    
                        

                        
                            11.05.2022 - 12.05.2022

                            AWS Summit 2022 in Berlin

                            Event
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        Contact us

        
            Before filling out the registration form, please read the Privacy notice pursuant to Article 13 of EU Regulation 2016/679
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                    I would like to receive more information:
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        Privacy

        

        
            
                I declare that I have read and fully understood the Privacy Notice and I hereby express my consent to the processing of my personal data by Reply SpA for marketing purposes, in particular to receive promotional and commercial communications or information regarding company events or webinars, using automated contact means (e.g. SMS, MMS, fax, email and web applications) or traditional methods (e.g. phone calls and paper mail).
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                    IoT
Case Study
Data processing with AWS-native services in the container Terminal
A new and innovative IoT solution enables the container terminal operator EUROGATE to collect and analyze data from machines and systems in the cloud. This is particularly valuable in times of rising costs and growing competition in the port industry.
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                    Artificial Intelligence
Case Study
Audi revolutionizes internal documentation with RAG-based AI chatbot
The car manufacturer Audi now relies on Generative AI, which together with Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG) ensures dependable internal knowledge management.
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                    Automotive
Case Study
Audi Cloud Service brings security and flexibility into harmony
With a new application, the automotive manufacturer Audi simplifies cloud usage for its internal teams and ensures consistent security, compliance, and quality standards across the group.
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                    Cloud Services
White Paper
Independent Software Vendors in transition 
Cloud services and innovative technologies are shaping the future of independent software vendors. Our whitepaper shows the challenges associated with this and how entrepreneurs can successfully master them.
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                    Artificial Intelligence
Service
AI chatbot for documentation
Storm Reply's AI chatbot uses Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) technology to retrieve internal documentation, enhancing the company's search using state-of-the-art Large Language Models (LLMs). Learn more about our solution.
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                    Customer Service
Case Study
Lighting up customer service through AWS
Thanks to its new contact center based on AWS the retailer of premium lamps Lampemesteren is now able to quickly meet company needs and to better serve its customers.
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                    Streaming Platform
Case Study
Streaming revolution: how to manage live corporate events
Calzedonia Group chooses an AWS public cloud, created with the support of Storm Reply, as the platform capable of effectively conveying internal communication.
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                    Cloud Migration
Service
AWS for Independent Software Vendors
Public clouds are constantly gaining importance - especially for independent software vendors (ISVs). We explain what is behind this and how the migration to the cloud succeeds with the support of our experts.
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                    DATA GOVERNANCE
Best Practice
ORCHESTRATING A DATA GOVERNANCE STRATEGY IN MANUFACTURING
Explore why manufacturing companies need to implement a comprehensive data governance framework.

READ MORE
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                    Instant Insurance
Case Study
A new digital consumer channel for Instant Insurance
Following the Italian Legislative Decree 40/21 on “safety regulations for winter sports,” ITAS Mutua expressed the need to create an Instant Insurance application capable of satisfying the ever-increasing demands of the digital consumer channel in the skiing world, particularly for underwriting liability and/or accident insurance.
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                    CONNECTED VEHICLE
Best Practice
A Data Masking extension for AWS CMS
AWS Connected Mobility solution (CMS) is a platform that provides a framework for Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) to reduce the time-to-market of a connected vehicle solution capable of gathering several types of data from a fleet of vehicles.


The CMS is an accelerator that provides the main building blocks customisable for each specific customer in order to deliver a connected vehicle platform.
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                    DATA GOVERNANCE
Best Practice
The Data Governance Imperative

Discover how organizations can ensure their data is secure, compliant and trustworthy and why it matters in today's world.

LEARN MORE
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                    11.05.2022 - 12.05.2022 / Frankfurt
Event
Cloud Expo Europe and Big Data & AI World Frankfurt
From 11-12 May 2022, Cloud Expo Europe Frankfurt will bring together cloud innovators, technology experts and business leaders to help shape the future and achieve successful digital transformation. As an AWS Premier Consulting Partner, Reply accompanies companies on their journey to transform and connect to the cloud. Meet the Reply experts at stand H80 and attend our presentation at May 11, 4:20 pm.
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                    11.05.2022 - 12.05.2022 / BERLIN
Event
AWS Summit 2022 
in Berlin
As AWS Premier Consulting Partner, Reply accompanies you on your way to transform and connect your business into the Cloud. Meet the Reply Experts at their booth D03 and join their inspiring talks at the AWS Summit 2022 in Berlin, the event that brings together the cloud community to network and to collaborate.
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                    27.04.2022
Event
AWS Summit London
Join us at the 2022 edition of the AWS Summit London, a free, physical event that brings the cloud computing community together to 
connect, collaborate, and learn about AWS. Find us at stand 
D1, ExCeL London, and meet our experts to discover our exclusive demos. 
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                    IIOT
Case Study
An Industrial IOT platform for Schenck Process
Schenck Process teamed up with Storm Reply to build a flexible, scalable, serverless, and modular IoT platform enabled by AWS technology. With CONiQ® Cloud Schenck Process now sells its customers digital process solutions that enable them to save valuable production time and gain critical insights fast, providing for longer reaction times.
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                    12.04.2022
Event
AWS Summit Paris
Find us on the stand
P1 in the heart of the Palais des Congrès exhibition center in Paris to meet our experts and discover our exclusive demos. 4 innovative demos will be available on various themes such as green and the Cloud, Alexa and vehicles, real-time emergencies and voice or even the deployment of large-scale managed AWS accounts.
Register now!
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                    IOT Solution
Best Practice
Real-world AMP application
Asset Monitoring and Predictive (AMP) is a packaged solution that combines hardware with AWS services to enable asset monitoring and predictive maintenance to happen at the edge. Hear about the real-world application of AMP from our client, Gripple, and how AMP reduced machine downtime and saved cost for them.
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                    Cloud-based solution
Case Study
Transforming customer data into knowledge and insight
Volkswagen Financial Services leveraged 
Storm Reply and AWS to improve the accessibility of its customers’ data by aggregating information from different systems within a single environment.
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                    automotive
Best Practice
Reply in automotive: connected vehicles on AWS
When customers buy a car today their expectation of what they are purchasing is different than in the past and they require a full range of services and features alongside the vehicle itself. 
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                    IoT
Best Practice
The IoT Innovator Framework
Predictive maintenance, digital asset management and smart manufacturing are fundamental for staying competitive and securing growth in the future. With the IoT Innovator Framework Storm Reply offers a fast and efficient path to IoT solutions with AWS which are built for individual needs.
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                    Generative AI

Innovate with Generative AI
Learn how Storm Reply and AWS can help you get started with your AI journey. Explore our array of approaches and resources to get your organization ready to innovate by harnessing the power of AI. 
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                    VMware Cloud on AWS
Case Study
Ansaldo Energia Supports Power Plants Using VMware on AWS with Storm Reply
Thanks to the support of 
Storm Reply,  
Ansaldo Energia, a leading company in the energy sector, with 3500 employees worldwide, has migrated its infrastructure to the 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) VMware Cloud™, with significant costs reduction, improvement in terms of time optimization and customer satisfaction, and generating 30% ROI.
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                    IoT solution
Best Practice
Predict, Prevent,
Protect, with A\M/P
AMP by Storm Reply is a deployable and repeatable IoT solution aimed at enabling client's adoption of AWS IoT services and realize the business benefits of their IoT use cases. With pre-built assets and playbooks, AMP is an accelerator solution avoiding the need to build from scratch and allowing the flexibility to be tailored to each client’s requirements.
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                    Cloud migration
Case Study
Storm Reply Refactored STMicroelectronics eDesignSuite to AWS Cloud
STMicroelectronics is a leading independent semiconductor device manufacturer. Its customers use an online design app that was built in Adobe Flash, which was approaching end of life. A move to newer technology was essential. ST and AWS Partner Storm Reply refactored the app to the cloud using AWS.
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                    Cloud migration
Case Study
Exom Trials
To migrate 
Exom's microservice web application, which is the core of the 
Genius SuiteTM platform for managing clinical trials on 
AWS, Exom started a collaboration with 
Storm Reply. The real challenge consisted of working closely to exploit and optimize the Kubernetes framework to draw up development and production environments that could effectively support Exom developers in their everyday activities.
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                    Next-Gen MSP
Best Practice
Get started with Storm Reply your AWS consulting
and technology partner

A next-gen AWS MSP is committed to three key tenets: educate customers on a proactive, ongoing basis, offering consultative and advisory services, lead with AWS Professional Services, just like a systems integrator (SI) would, and advocate to customers the use of and evolution of AWS services.
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                    Digital Transformation
Case Study
Edison’s Journey to the Cloud
Storm Reply, an AWS Premier Consulting Partner with well-established migration and transformation methods amassed through years of experience, supported Edison ICT to design and implement an entirely new Virtual Data Center, leveraging the powerful Amazon Web Services.
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                    AI & ML
Case Study
Monte Titoli: advanced analytics & Machine Learning on AWS
Storm Reply and Data Reply supported Monte Titoli to define and develop the adoption strategy of Cloud architectures, governance of resources and Machine Learning models.
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                    Security
Case Study
Grohe: Secure Big Data on AWS
Considering the volume and entity of the data being treated, and the intention of extending its IoT-connected devices offering, GROHE was looking for a partner to support them in the development and maintenance journey. Storm Reply developed a serverless big data platform leveraging on a cloud-native principle 
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                    InfoCert
Case Study
AWS accelerates the growth of InfoCert
InfoCert worked side-by-side with Storm Reply, a Premier Consulting level member of the AWS Partner Network and some key stakeholders to create trust with the partner and the cloud provider. Storm Reply advised Amazon Web Services (AWS) for the reliability, efficiency and the cost-saving it is able to offer and collaborated in the design, implementation and kick-off of the new infrastructure.
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                    Docsity Platform
Case Study
Docsity: a SaaS on AWS
Docsity allows university students to share documents and provide private lessons online through a web platform. Docsity chose 
AWS as its cloud platform, and the AWS Premier Consulting Partner 
Storm Reply supported the company in the migration and running phase. 
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                    Fastweb
Case Study
FASTWEB AUGMENTED REALITY PLATFORM
Storm Reply improved the engine production chain of Fastweb by leveraging Augmented reality services for training, maintenance and remote assistance.
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                    Bottero
Case Study
BOTTERO MACHINES MONITORING
Storm Reply helped Bottero to collect data from the machines installed in final customers facilities in order to identify usage patterns, faults frequency, and workloads.
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                    eCommerce Platform
Case Study
Lavazza: highly scalable eCommerce platform
With the increasing trend in online purchases, 

   Lavazza recognizes the need to update its eCommerce websites’ infrastructure to react more rapidly to market and demand changes. Thanks to Amazon Web Services, 

   Storm Reply and 

   Portaltech Reply, Lavazza was able to achieve the requirements and run its SAP Hybris platform integrated with social login components.
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            Video

            Storm Reply X FuturMaster : Boosting the growth of a SaaS software publisher with the Cloud

            Since the introduction of AWS in 2006, Reply has been on board. Storm Reply is now AWS premier consulting partner since 2014, which is the highest recognition of expertise on AWS. Through its Bloom platform, FuturMaster provides best-fit supply chain planning solutions designed to maximise customer's value creation.
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                    04.05.2023
Event
Storm Reply at the AWS Summit Paris 2023
Challenges, opportunities and lessons learned, watch the replay of this roundtable to learn more about the experience of our clients Accor, FuturMaster and Admiral!
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AWS Systems Manager
  AWS Systems Manager (SSM) is an AWS managed service that you can use to take automatic control over your cloud infrastructure. It will help you be compliant with security requirements by scanning and patching your managed nodes and reporting policy violations when they are detected.
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Amazon ECS
  Amazon ECS (Elastic Container Service) is a managed container management service that supports Docker containers and makes it easy to provision, deploy and scale containerized applications in AWS.
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Amazon Redshift
  Amazon Redshift is data warehouse cloud solution that makes it easy to gain new insights from your data, it is a fully managed service so you won’t have the burden of updating, patching or backing up your database: Amazon will take care of these duties. 
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AWS Direct Connect
  AWS Direct Connect is a service solution that provides a dedicated and private network connection from your on-premises (branch office, datacenter, or colocation environment) to an AWS region, bypassing the internet service provider. 
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Amazon Connect: easy to use omnichannel Cloud Contact Center
  Amazon Connect is an easy-to-use omnichannel Cloud Contact Center that helps you provide superior customer service at a lower cost.
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AWS CLOUDFORMATION
  AWS CloudFormation is a service that helps you model and set up your Amazon Web Services resources so that you can spend less time managing those resources and more time focusing on your applications that run in AWS.
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AWS CLOUDFRONT - CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORK
  Amazon CloudFront is a fast content delivery network (CDN) service that securely delivers data, videos, applications, and APIs to customers globally with low latency, high transfer speeds, all within a developer-friendly environment.
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AWS WAF - Web Application Firewall
  AWS WAF is a web application firewall that helps protect your web applications or APIs against common web exploits that may affect availability, compromise security, or consume excessive resources. AWS WAF gives you control over how traffic reaches your applications by enabling you to create security rules.
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IoT Data Stream on AWS Cloud ingestion and streaming processing
  The huge number of connected devices generates a huge number of messages which needs to be ingested, stored and processed. By leveraging on AWS services Reply has been able to implement a scalable and highly available data ingestion platform.
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Microsoft Workload on AWS
  About 70% of Enterprise Applications are Windows based and about 82% of these applications are still on premise (IDC). At Storm Reply we work with businesses to help them build, migrate, deploy, scale, and manage Microsoft Workload on AWS.
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SaaS in the Cloud
  Innovation, elasticity and availability are only some of the advantages that adoption of a SaaS model brings to the business. SaaS makes possible, also for small companies, to reach a broad range of geographies making market possibilities limitless
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Big Data in the Cloud
  The public cloud makes it possible for companies to use technologies such as Big Data, to develop new business models and to generate growth.
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Security in the Cloud
  Because of the clear advantages of the cloud, many companies are prepared to deal with the implementation of compliance requirements. Storm Reply supports its customers with the best possible security standards.
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e-commerce in the Cloud
  The cloud is a huge advantage for e-commerce and multi-channel commerce. Poor plannability and high fluctuations characterize the flexible and use-based nature of e-commerce. The cloud can react exactly to these types of requirements.
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ITALY




Turin


Via Nizza 250

10126 Turin

Tel: +39 011 29100

E-Mail: 



Rome


Via del Giorgione 59

00147 Rome

Tel: +39 06 844341

E-Mail: 



Milan


Via Robert Koch 1/4

20152 Milan

Tel: +39 02 535761

E-Mail: 





GERMANY




Hamburg


Griegstraße 75 – Haus 25

22763 Hamburg

Tel: +49 40 1888899-66

E-Mail: 



Munich


Luise-Ullrich-Straße 14

80636 Munich

Tel: +49 89 411142-0

E-Mail: 



Frankfurt


Hanauer Landstraße 184

60314 Frankfurt/Main

Tel: +49 69 904301-0

E-Mail: 



Berlin


Alt-Moabit 60

10555 Berlin

Tel: +49 30 4050456-0

E-Mail: 



Dortmund


Freie-Vogel-Straße 371

44269 Dortmund

E-Mail: 





UNITED KINGDOM




London


160 Victoria St Nova South

Westminster London SW1E 5LB

Tel: +44 207 730 6000

E-Mail: 





 
FRANCE



Paris


33 Rue de Châteaudun,

75009 Paris, France
 
Tel: +33 (0) 1 70 23 08 74

E-Mail: 





 
USA



Chicago


71 South Wacker Drive, Suite 3090 

60606 Illinois, USA

Tel: +1 (248) 686-2481 

E-Mail: 
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